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ABSTRACT

A wind farm is generally composed of a large number of wind turbines which implies a large order system. This

order weighed down strongly the calculation and simulation time. Indeed, to assess wind farm behavior, it is normal

practice to use aggregate models in which the units are replaced by a single equivalent unit. This paper represents

the aggregation procedures of a wind farm (already mentioned in several references). This aggregation is checked

by a case of application on the Sidi-Daoud wind farm northeast of Tunisia. This wind farm is composed by fixed-

speed wind turbines using squirrel cage induction generators (SCIG). Our work begins with identification of the

wind farm of Sidi-Daoud then the modeling of the wind turbine system thereafter the aggregation procedures of a

wind farm. Finally, we conclude by simulations before and after aggregation for a Weibull wind model under Power

System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) software.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wind energy has become an important factor in the energy strategy of a large number of countries. This

importance comes from the fact that these energy resources are abundant and non-polluting. Also, this

energy represents to long term a significant economic gain and contributes to the equilibrium of energy

balance. Tunisia is among the countries that have wanted to profit of these abundant energy resources,

therefore, it was created the first wind power farm in the region of Sidi-Daoud north east of the country in

cooperation with the Spanish company MADE. This wind farm consists of 70 wind turbines of total power

53.6 MW installed in three steps, the first step began production in 2000 [1]. This wind farm consists of

fixed speed wind turbines based on squirrel cage induction generators (SCIG).

In this paper, we focus on the aggregation of the third step (step C) of wind farm of Sidi-Daoud which

consists of 26 wind turbines of same type (AE61) of total power 34.32 MW. This aggregation has the

advantage of reducing the system order which is generally very high and therefore allows easy programming

and minimize the simulation time. In this work we began with a presentation of the wind farm of Sidi-

Daoud then a modeling of different constituents of a wind turbine system (based on a asynchronous cage

machine) thereafter, we present the wind farm aggregation procedures [3, 5, 9, 11] and finally, we conclude

by simulations before and after aggregation for a Weibull wind model under Power System Analysis Toolbox

(PSAT) Software. Some recent control methods are discussed in [15-22].

2. PRESENTATION OF SIDI-DAOUD WIND FARM

This wind farm includes 70 wind turbines with approximately a total power 54 MVA. These wind turbines

are installed in three steps (A, B and C) and completed in 2009, details of which are given by the Table 1.
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Table 1

Wind farm of Sidi-Daoud

Step A (Phase A) Step B (Phase B) Step C (Phase C)

Number of Wind Turbines 32 12 26

Installed power (MW) 10.560 8.720 34.320

Date of Service August 2000 September 2002 June 2009

Constrictor MADE Spain MADE Spain MADE Spain

Annual production (GWh) 28 20 100

Figure 1: Connection of Sidi-Daoud wind farm to the grid

Figure 1 shows the connection of the Sidi-Daoud wind farm to the electrical distribution network.

3. CONNECTION OF THE WIND TURBINE TO THE GRID

Figure 2 shows the connection of a fixed-speed wind turbine (using SCIG) to the grid. The rotor speed of

the generator is fixed independently of the wind speed and is determined by the frequency imposed by the

network, gear ratio and generator design [8]. The machine magnetization is ensured by a capacitors battery.

The generator is directly connected to the network via a soft starter (the exchanged powers are not controlled).

Figure 2: Fixed speed wind turbine connected to grid
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Figure 4 shows a wind farm connected to the grid via a distribution system. This system consists of the

transformers LV / MV and the connection lines to the substation MV / HV.

4. AERODYNAMIC MODEL

For a fixed speed wind turbine, the mechanical power available on the shaft of a wind turbine is determined

analytically by the following equation:

 
1 2 3. . . .
2

P C R vw p w   (1)

where R is the radius of the turbine (blade) and  is the air density (kg.m–3), the power coefficient C
p
()

which depends on the speed ratio (speed ratio) is defined as follows:
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Figure 3: Model of constant speed wind turbine

Figure 4: Connection of a wind farm to the grid
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5. TRANSMISSION SYSTEM MODEL

In transient stability studies, the most widely used drive train model is the two-mass model. The first mass

is composed by the turbine and slow shaft and the second mass is composed of the fast shaft and a generator.

The dynamics of the two-mass model takes into account the rotor inertia H
i
 and the machine rotor

inertia H
g 
and the torsion coefficient of low speed shaft K

s
. The dynamic model is given by the following

dynamic equations:
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Here:

rta t   

where T
m
 and T

t 
and e T are the mechanical and turbine torque, respectively; 

t
 and 

r 
are the turbine and

generator speed; 
ta 

is the twist angle.

6. GENERATOR MODEL

In our study of aggregation, we use the two models of the asynchronous machine namely the steady state

model used of parameters of the induction machine estimation and the equivalent dynamic model for

transient response.

6.1. Steady state model

The generator model is similar to a squirrel cage induction motor. The only difference with respect to the

induction motor is that the currents are positive if they are injected into the network. With the notations

adopted for the parameters asynchronous machine and which are given as follows:

. ;      . ;      . ;      ;      .X L X L X M x X X x X Xs s s r r s m s s s m r r m        

The steady state model of the induction machine is represented by Figure 8.

Figure 5: Two-mass model of the gear box
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This representation is very useful for identification of parameters of equivalent generator of aggregated

model of wind farm.

6.2. Dynamic model

In dynamic model given by Figure 6, the equivalent circuit of the SCIG is characterized by a transient

e.m.f. in series with transient impedance. This model is called synchronous model of the asynchronous

machine. This model is a standardized representation for power system stability studies.

The differential equation of model frequently used is third order model represented in the synchronous

reference frame which takes into consideration the transient e.m.f. and the slip [6, 13].

Figure 7: Transient model of induction generator

Figure 6: Equivalent circuit of the Steady state Model of SCIG
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where:
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2
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S is the slip defined as follows:

s rs
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T  The transient time constant,
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The electrical torque is:

' '. .T E I E Ie q qsd ds
  (9)

7. WIND FARM AGGREGATION

For the steady-state and transient studies, a wind farm is similar to a conventional thermal power plant

composed of several identical generating units. To assess its behavior it is practice to use aggregate models

in which the units are replaced by a single equivalent unit. Generally a large wind farm is divided into

several groups of wind turbines depending on their types and the wind profile. Each group is connected to

a common bus and the set is connected to the network bus.

The aggregation must be carried out in several steps as shown by the Figure 8.

There are several hypotheses in the literature that facilitate the aggregation of a wind farm and that we

have summarized in essential six hypotheses to know [3, 7, 8].

• For each wind turbines group, the wind speed is considered to be uniform and of same turbulence

level;

• The wind turbines of the same group have to be connected in parallel to the same bus;

Figure 8: The steps of aggregation
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• The wind turbines to aggregate have to be of same type;

• The equivalent machine parameters correspond to the parallel combination of WGs;

• Wind turbines must possess the same distribution system (cable and transformer) connected to the

common bus;

• The lines and transformers of distribution system in the wind farm should be grouped in parallel.

The fundamentals of the aggregate model can be symbolically expressed by the following set of equations:

1
;  ;  ( );  

1 1 1 1

n n n n
S S C C V v t H Heq eq eq eqi i i ini i i i

      
   

where n is the total number of wind turbines to aggregate.

S : Nominal power;

C : Capacitance of the reactive power compensation system;

V
eq

: Mean wind speed;

H : Inertia constant of turbine and generator.

8. GENERATORS AGGREGATION

The generators are assumed connected in parallel. We may define the equivalent impedances, stator, rotor

and mutual [5].

Figure 9: Generators aggregation

Figure 9 (a) shows the parallel connection of equivalent diagram of generator of wind turbines connected

to a common bus before aggregation; the Figure 9 (b) shows the equivalent diagram after aggregation.
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All wind turbines are of the same type, so we can write:

... ...1 2Z Z Z Z Zeq eq eqi eqn eq     

The aggregate impedance is given as follows:

.

.( )

agg Z Z Z Zeq S m r
Zeq

n n n Z Zm r
  


(12)

8.1. Distribution network aggregation

The total impedance of equivalent line is given by the following expression:
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where Zi  is the line impedance of the branch i and m
i
 is the wind turbine number in the branch i.

For the shunt capacitance of line, the equivalent susceptance is expressed as follows:

1

n
B Beq i

i
 


(14)

The LV/MV transformers are also considered connected in parallel; their equivalent impedance is given

as follows.

Ztr
Ztreq

n


8.2. Equivalent dynamic model

The equivalent dynamic model is illustrated in the following figure:

According to this representation (Figure10 (a)), we can calculate the equivalent Thevenin model of

aero-generators saw of connection bus (Figure10 (b)). The total current injected to the connection bus of all

aero-generators is given by:

Figure 10: Thevenin equivalent of the aero-generators

(a) (b)
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In terms of admittance, we can write:
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Developing the equation (p), we obtain:
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which gives:
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Ultimately the Thevenin equivalent model of the wind farm and given by the following equations:
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If all induction machines and transformers have the same parameters, the equation (v) becomes:
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9. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

9.1. Case Study: Phase C of the Wind Farm of Sidi-Daoud

The “step C” of the Sidi-Daoud wind farm consists of 26 wind turbines (AE61) distributed over three branches.

Table 2

Step C of the wind farm Sidi-Daoud

branch WT number Power (MW) Distance from Substation (km)

1C 9 11.880 1.560

2C 10 13.200 2.765

3C 7 9.240 0.770

The connection of the wind farm of Sidi-Daoud to high voltage grid is assured in two steps. The first

step from 690 V to 30 kV by a transformer (LV/MV) for each wind turbine (at the tower foot) and the

second step from 30 kV to 90 kV by a external transformer (MV / HV) via an underground cable [13].
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10. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The aggregation of “step C” of wind farm Sidi-Daoud is performed in three steps. The first step is the

aggregation of each branch (1C, 2C and 3C); the second step is the aggregation of equivalent wind turbines

of branches 1C and 3C (connected to same bus); finally, the aggregation of the overall of wind turbines

(connected to the network bus).

Figure 11: Configuring phase C of wind farm of Sidi-Daoud

Figure 12: Configuration of the phase C of wind farm of Sidi- Daoud under PSAT
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Figure 10 shows the “step C” configuration of wind farm of Sidi-Daoud simulated under PSAT

software.

Figure 13 shows the first step of aggregation where wind turbines of branches (1C, 2C and 3C) are

replaced by their equivalent wind turbines. Equivalent winds turbines of branches 1C and 3C are connected

to the same bus are replaced by an equivalent wind turbine (second step of aggregation).

In this step, we replaced all the “step C” of wind farm Sidi-Daoud by an equivalent system (wind

turbines and distribution systems) connected to the network bus “Figure 14”.

The simulations are performed in the time domain for a Weibull wind model applied to branches

(1C, 2C and 3C). The following figures show the simulation results from a few algebraic and dynamic

variables before and after aggregation.

Table 3 gives the simulation results of active and reactive powers generated by the different wind

turbines in static regime before aggregation.

Figure 13: First aggregation step

Figure 14: The equivalent wind turbine of step

C of wind farm Sidi-Daoud
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Figure13 represents the simulation (time domain) of a Weibull wind (lines 1C, 2C and 3C) for first and

final aggregation step.

The simulation results (Figure 15) shows that the wind speed of the equivalent wind turbine (Final

Aggregation (F Ag)) is the average speed of three equivalent wind turbines (line 1C, 2C and 3C).

The following Figures show the simulation results from a few state variables of system studied before

and after aggregation.

Figures 16(a) and 16(b) respectively show the results of simulation of the emf the direct and quadrature

axis for the equivalent generators of the first aggregation step and the equivalent generator of the final

aggregation. As the machines are identical and that the wind turbines speeds are considered uniform the

gap between the e.m.f. are low (10-3 pu near).

Table 3

The results of active and reactive power in the steady state for phase C

N° Wind Active Reactive N° Wind Active Reactive

AG speed power power AG speed power power

(m/s) (pu)  (pu) (m/s) (pu) (pu)

1 7.1 0.2171 -0.06859 14 6.5 0.164 -0.02004

2 7.8 0.2855 -0.14931 15 7.2 0.2265 0.09331

3 6.8 0.1898 -0.03664 16 5.6 0.09653 -0.06136

4 8.5 0.3587 -0.2329 17 5.9 0.1172 0.03566

5 7.5 0.2555 -0.11519 18 5.1 0.0664 0.09785

6 5.7 0.1032 0.06742 19 5.5 0.09007 0.06821

7 6.6 0.1724 -0.01706 20 5.5 0.09007 0.08589

8 6.4 0.1557 0.00275 21 7 0.2079 -0.05709

9 4.3 0.02995 0.15743 22 6.2 0.1397 0.02463

10 5.7 0.1101 0.04671 23 7.7 0.2754 -0.13726

11 4.8 0.05102 0.11935 24 6 0.1245 0.04256

12 7 0.2079 -0.0719 25 6.5 0.164 -0.00566

13 5 0.06105 0.10624 26 7.7 0.2754 -0.13819

Figure 15: Wind speed
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Figure 17 (a) shows the current injected by the wind turbines of lines (1C, 2C and 3C) before aggregation

and the total current after full aggregation. While Figure 15(b) shows the currents injected by the equivalent

generators of three lines (step1 aggregation) and the total current injected by the equivalent generator (final

aggregation). These results show that total current injected by the Phase C is almost equal to the total

currents supplied by the lines (1C, 2C and 3C) before and after aggregation.

Figures 18 (a) and 18(b) represent respectively the active and reactive power to the network node for

the three states of phase C. We notice that the gap between the different powers is weak this is due to

respect of aggregation procedures.

Figures 19(a) and 19(b) represent respectively the active and reactive power to the network before and

after final aggregation as well as those transited by the three lines (1C, 2C and 3C) before aggregation.

Figure 16(a): emf direct axis Figure 16(b): emf quadrature axis

Figure 17(a): Current before and after aggregation Figure 17(b) : Current first and final step aggregation

Figure 18(a) : Active power to the grid bus for the three case study Figure 18(b) : Reactive power to the grid bus for the three case study
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The simulation results show that the difference is small between the electrical variables of the wind

turbine system before and after aggregation. This difference is due to the fact that before aggregation we

work with a real detailed system but after aggregation we work with a fictional equivalent system based on

assumptions which may generate errors.

11. CONCLUSION

In this study the simulation results show that if the wind speed across the wind farm is uniform and that

wind turbines are of the same type, the dynamics of the whole of wind turbines can be represented by a

simple equivalent model of a single wind turbine connected to the network via a distribution system equivalent

(cables and transformers). Indeed, the aggregation of a wind farm has the advantage of facilitated the study

enormously, reduce the order of the system and by consequently the simulation time.

In this case study, we used the case of fixed speed wind turbines with cage induction machine connected

directly to the grid. Indeed, the aggregation can be carried out for wind turbine systems case with variable

speed connected to network via a interfaces (static converters). In this case, the converter must have a

dimension corresponding to the power generated by the equivalent wind turbine.

APPENDIX

Table 4

Wind turbines parameters

Parameters Value

Rated Power P (MW) 1.320

Nominal Wind Speed V
n
 (m/s) 16

Wind Turbine Bus Voltage V
n
 (V) 690

Grid Frequency F ( Hz) 50

Stator Resistance R
S
 (pu) 0.0097

Stator Leakage Reactance X
S
 (pu) 0.1284

Rotor Resistance R
r
 (pu) 0.0108

Rotor Leakage Reactance X
r
 (pu) 0.1284

Magnetization reactance X
m
 (pu) 5.579

Turbine inertia constant H
t
 (s) 5

Generator inertia constant H
g
 (s) 3.7146

Shaft stiffness K
S
 (pu) 70

Figure 19(a): Active power before and final aggregation Figure 19(b): Reactive power before and final aggregation
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Table 5

Transformer parameters

Parameters T (MV) (0.69/30kV) T (HV) (30/90kV)

Nominal Power S (MVA) 1.6 40

Primary Resistance R
1
 (pu) 0.000265 0

Secondary Resistance. R
2
 (pu) 0.000265 0

Primary leakage inductance x
1
 (pu) 0.0155 0.06

Secondary leakage inductance x
2
 (pu) 0.0155 0.06

Résistance magnetizing resistance R
m
 (pu) 34.144 100

Magnetizing Inductance x
m
 (pu) 11.7605 10

Table 6

Line parameters

Parameters Value

Line resistance R
MV

 (/Km) 0.272

Line reactance X
MV

 (H/Km) 0.08/100

Line resistance R
HV

 (/Km) 0.159

Line reactance X
HV

 (H/Km) 0.138 /100
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